


You might be here because of this curve 

The growth of jobs mentioning “data visualization” as a skill from 2010 through 2017 

has steadily increased from only 1,888 jobs in 2010 to 30,327 jobs in 2017 (16×growth) 

Source: Ryan et al, IEEE CG&A, 
2019 using data from Labor Insight  
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… is needed everywhere 

Source: Ryan et al, IEEE CG&A, 
2019 using data from Labor Insight  
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Baseline, or “soft” skills listed for these 30k “Data Visualization” jobs. 

Source: Ryan et al, IEEE CG&A, 
2019 using data from Labor Insight  
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Communication, when mentioned in conjunction with data 
visualization really means:  

 communication of information derived from data 

 visual story telling with data  

 half of the data analytics projects fail due to poor communication  
(according to L. Kart, N. Neudecker, F. Buytendijk, Gartner Report GG0255160, 2013) 

 

Apart from the specialized skills, these general skills (or 
proficiencies) are also often listed: 

 SQL 

 Tableau (41%),  

 Excel (34%), PowerPoint (16%) 

 Python (30%), SAS (22%), R (16%), Plotly (?%) 

 JavaScript & JavaScript-based data-driven documents D3.js (13%) 

Source: Ryan et al, IEEE CG&A, 
2019 using data from Labor Insight  
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Let’s go back some 160 years to 1854, London, England 



The most terrible outbreak of cholera which ever occurred in 

this kingdom, is probably that which is taking place in Broad 

Street, Golden Square, and adjoining streets. 

 

Within two hundred and fifty yards of the spot where 

Cambridge Street joins Broad Street, there are upwards of five 

hundred fatal attacks of cholera in ten days.  

 

The mortality in this limited area probably equals any that 

was ever caused in this country, even by the plague; and it is 

much more sudden, as the greater number of cases 

terminated in a few hours. 







Hypothesis: cholera spreads through water 
 and not via some other fantastic causes  

 one said it rose out of the burying grounds of plague victims from 
two centuries earlier 

 the bacteria was discovered later, in 1886 

 

A real-life experiment (often the case with observational data) 
 established the mode of cholera transmission 

 and consequently the method of prevention: keep drinking water, 
food, and hands clear of infected sewage 

 

Visualization provided 
 inspiration 

 convincing arguments to justify actions 

 led to Dr. John Snow’s historic immortality 

 a bar near the old Broad Street pump bears his name (safe drinking) 

 

 





Data (wide variety) 

Algorithms 
 data mining 

 data analytics 

Computer 
 run those algorithms 

 data storage  

Humans 
 with a purpose/need to understand their data 

 endowed with cognitive faculties, creative thought, intuition  

 domain expertise 

Understanding of humans 
 perception, cognition, HCI issues 

 we can gain it through experimentation with humans  



Data (wide variety) 

Algorithms 
 data mining 

 data analytics 
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 data storage  
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 with a purpose/need to understand their data 

 endowed with cognitive faculties, creative thought, intuition  
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Understanding of humans 
 perception, cognition, HCI issues 

 we can gain it through experimentation with humans  

= Visual Analytics 



Dr. John Snow’s London 

Cholera Map of 1854 

 data collection 

 data assimilation 

 statistical testing 

 visualization 

 computational 

analysis (brain) 

 domain knowledge 

 

 

Very early example of 

visual analytics 



Let’s go back some 40 years to 1986, JFK Space Center, FL 

 

 

The crew of Space Shuttle mission STS-51-L 

11/15/85. Back row, left to right: Ellison S. 

Onizuka, Sharon Christa McAuliffe, Greg 

Jarvis, Judy Resnik. Front row, left to right: 

Michael J. Smith, Dick Scobee, Ron McNair. 







36 degrees F on Launch Pad 39 









Two days before launch they presented their concerns  

 created 13 charts to make their case  

 

Slide #1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 SRM – Solid Rocket Motor 

 



Teaches about past damages to O-ring 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Teaches about O-ring damage mechanics and erosion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lists temperature and blow-by history for two SRMs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Given the information provided in the company slides 

 would you vote for a launch? 

 ignore you know about the consequences 

 

Be keenly aware of the immense PR pressures 

 President Reagan’s upcoming State of the Union speech 

 the first civilian in space 

 NASA’s funding problems 

 

Launch: 

 No: OK with a PR disaster & possible budget cuts down the road 

 Yes: the rocket company is too cautious & concerns are unproven     

 



Presentation only has exactly two shuttle flights  

 one with two blow-by’s and high temperature  

 one with two blow-by’s and low temperature 

 ignores all other 22 shuttle flights (SRM)  

 

Statistically weak  

 

Recommendation  

 “O-ring temp must be >53ºF at launch” 

 

 is only based on a sample size of 1 

 context of other flights is missing 

 no statistical leverage 

 

 



Lots of numbers and facts 

 

But no causal evidence that could predict  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is needed? 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Need a measure for damage 

Temperature 

Damage 









Used these charts 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All information is there 
 but very hard to identify and assimilate 

 why? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Four seminal books  

 standard literature for every visualization enthusiast 

 written 1983, 1990, 1997, 2006  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 taught information design at Princeton University 

 now a professor at Yale University  









Example: Datasets obtained by 3D volumetric scans (CT, MRI) 

 what are some questions you might have? 



Example: Datasets obtained by 3D Simulations 

 what are some questions you might have? 

 

 

 one question might be:   

 how do planets form by ways of gravitational instabilities? 

 hypothesis: matter clumps together and attracts more matter 

 



Example: Data obtained by observation-supported simulations 

 what are some questions you might have? 

 

 

 one question might be:   

 how did hurricane Katrina evolve? 

 



The salient features of a car: 

 miles per gallon (MPG) 

 top speed 

 acceleration 

 number of cylinders 

 horsepower 

 weight 

 

 

 

 year 

 country origin 

 brand 

 number of seats 

 number of doors 

 reliability (# of breakdowns) 

 and so on... 

 

 

 



How are MPG, weight, HP, and reliability related? Are there tradeoffs?   

Which car is best for me?  

 







Formulate 
Question 

Generate 
Hypothesis 

Publish Results 

Form Experiment 
(find data sources) 

Collect Data 
(scrape, mine) 

Analyze Data 

Test Prediction 
(visualize) 

Form Testable 
Prediction 







Make decisions based on data 

 not purely on intuition and 

long business experience 

 use a combination of these 

 

Visual 



XAI allows users to understand the decisions a model makes 

 visualization plays a big role in XAI and IAI (next slide) 

 

Examples: SHAP and LIME  

 present the factors that were used for a particular decision  

 show how much they played a role and in what direction 

 do not explain the mechanics on the decision was reached  



Allows users understand the mechanics of the decision process 

 users see the broader picture and not just a local one 

 pretty impossible to achieve with neural networks and so on 

because the mechanics are too complex 

 

For example, causal models are inherently interpretable  





< 200 ms to recognize the red dot 





more than 
50% of the 
brain 





D3 Demo 

http://mbostock.github.io/d3/talk/20111116/force-collapsible.html
https://d3js.org/










Count the number of black dots 











Which circle in the middle is bigger? 





The human visual system is not perfect, but it’s extremely 
powerful 

 

Vision is an integral part of life 

 

Vision is the gateway to higher-level regions of the brain 

 

Exploit this fast and powerful processor for 
 complex data analyses, creative tasks, communicating ideas 

 

 

 The science of visualization and visual analytics 

 



Required  

Optional  





Lecture Topic Projects 
1 Intro, schedule, and logistics    
2 Applications of visual analytics, basic tasks, data types    
3 Introduction to D3, basic vis techniques for non-spatial data Project #1 out  
4 Data assimilation and preparation   
5 Bias in visualization   
6 Data reduction  and dimension reduction 

7 Visual perception and cognition Project #1 due 
8 Visual design and aesthetics Project #2 out 
9 Python/Flask hands-on   

10 Cluster analysis: numerical data   
11 Cluster analysis: categorical data    
12 Foundations of scientific and medical visualization  

13 Computer graphics and volume rendering Project #2 due / Project #3 out 
14 Scientific and medical visualization  
15 Illustrative rendering Project #3 due 
16 High-dimensional data, dimensionality reduction Final project proposal call out 
17 Correlation visualization  
18 Principles of interaction    
19 Midterm #1   
20 Visual analytics and the visual sense making process  Final project proposal due 
21 Evaluation and user studies   
22 Visualization of time-varying and time-series data 
23 Visualization of streaming data   
24 Visualization of graph data Final Project preliminary report due 
25 Visualization of text data   
26 Midterm #2   
27 Data journalism   

Final project presentations Final Project slides and final report due 



Course website will have  
 lecture slides 

 course schedule 

 project assignments  

 detailed grading for labs 

 

Blackboard will be used for  
 uploading lab assignments  

 online exams  

 grades for exams  

 

Piazza will be used for 
 discussion forum 

 announcements  

 active participation desired  

 all should be registered (Stony Brook email address) 

 TA information available there   

 

https://www3.cs.stonybrook.edu/~mueller/teaching/cse564/


Projects (3): 10% each 

Midterm (2) : 20% each 

Final Project: 30% 

 proposal: 5% 

 prelim report: 5% 

 final report and presentation: 20% 

Extra credits 

 will be given for projects but can only be applied in project grade 

Participation 

 not graded 

 but I hope you will attend regularly and participate actively 

For late submission policy see website   



Currently there are  
 86 students online 

 31 students hybrid 

 

Hybrid students:  
 consider moving online if visa status allows 

 for simplicity and safety all lectures will be online (zoom) 

 midterm exams (2) will be off-line in classroom (be there!) 

 final project presentations will be online 

 

Online students: 
 stay where you are unless visa requires you otherwise 

 all lectures will be online 

 midterm exams (2) will be online (same time than in-class exam) 

 final project presentations will be online   


